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Abstract
Reasoning and learning have been considered fundamental features of intelligence ever
since the dawn of the field of artificial intelligence, leading to the development of the
research areas of automated reasoning and machine learning. This paper discusses the
relationship between automated reasoning and machine learning, and more generally be-
tween automated reasoning and artificial intelligence. We suggest that the emergence of
the new paradigm of XAI, that stands for eXplainable Artificial Intelligence, is an oppor-
tunity for rethinking these relationships, and that XAI may offer a grand challenge for
future research on automated reasoning.
1 Artificial Intelligence, Automated Reasoning, and Ma-
chine Learning
Ever since the beginning of artificial intelligence, scientists concurred that the capability to
learn and the capability to reason about problems and solve them are fundamental pillars of
intelligent behavior. Similar to many subfields of artificial intelligence, automated reasoning and
machine learning have grown into highly specialized research areas. Both have experienced the
dichotomy between the ideal of imitating human intelligence, whereby the threshold of success
would be the indistinguishability of human and machine, as in the Turing’s test [12], and the
ideal that machines can and should learn and reason in their own way. According to the latter
ideal, the measure of success is independent of similarity to human behavior. Incidentally, the
Turing’s test has been often misunderstood as justifying negative statements on the feasibility
of machine intelligence: contrarywise, Turing’s article is enthusiastically positive in this regard.
While both automated reasoning and machine learning have made amazing strides, their
perception in artificial intelligence, computer science, and general culture appears to be quite
different. For example, in general culture and perhaps also in more specialized circles, machine
learning is seen as almost a synonym of artificial intelligence, or, to put it another way, arti-
ficial intelligence has been reduced to machine learning. On the other hand, there seems to
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be little or even no awareness of the historic and conceptual ties between automated reasoning
and artificial intelligence. Some computer scientists acknowledge and even propound these ties,
while others view automated reasoning as a subfield of the theory of computation, or of sym-
bolic computation. For example, the ACM computing classification system places automated
reasoning under logic under theory of computation [3]. Certainly, automated reasoning has
deep roots reaching into theory and logic, and automated reasoning is symbolic reasoning, as
machines reason about symbols and by symbol crunching.
However, the connections with artificial intelligence are just as strong, and downplaying
them seems to respond to non-essential motivations. The very same keyword “artificial intelli-
gence” has undergone several cycles of enthusiasm and disappointment, and it seems plausible
that downplaying the ties between automated reasoning and artificial intelligence might have de-
scended in part from defensive attitudes, such as staying away from artificial intelligence when
it was unpopular, or avoiding grand claims on machine intelligence, thinking machines, and
alike, out of a sort of cautious understatement or even self-deprecation. Reading or re-reading
early articles (e.g., [12, 7]) is often a good cure for such conundrums.
Today “artificial intelligence” is very popular again, and largely identified with machine
learning. On the other hand, automated reasoning is perceived, and often represented by its
very same experts, not as a forefront technology, not as the heart of artificial intelligence, but
rather as a background technology, as an enabling technology, as something to be enveloped
or even hidden inside other technologies, from computer-aided verification to natural language
processing to planning. Another often heard message presents automated reasoning as a second-
choice technology, such as when one hears a speaker saying: You can try machine learning first,
but if your application is safety critical or if you need an accurate, rather than approximate,
answer, then use automated reasoning. Are we satisfied with this kind of message? Can
the present renewed popularity of artificial intelligence be an opportunity for rethinking the
relationship between automated reasoning and artificial intelligence, and between automated
reasoning and machine learning? We elaborate on these questions suggesting that eXplainable
artificial intelligence (XAI) [8] could be a next grand challenge for automated reasoning.
2 Big Data
Much of the current perceived success of machine learning comes from the fact that the growth
of the internet has made available unprecedented amount of data, collected by private compa-
nies and public institutions or volunteered by users in social networks. These massive amounts
of data are called big data, and big-data technology refers to the algorithms, databases, in-
formation systems, and human-machine interfaces, that allow us to handle these huge data
conglomerates. This phenomenon has led to the expectation that relatively traditional machine
learning approaches can shine at their best and deliver unprecedented results, simply by being
applied to quantities of data that could never be harnessed before. The current success of ma-
chine learning and its identification with artificial intelligence tout court in general culture and
business culture seems to stem from this change of context rather than a change of paradigm
or a major new discovery in machine learning itself. Neural networks and learning by examples
are not new paradigms, but they are expected to do wonders because there is for the first time
the possibility of applying them to such large quantities of training data.
Automated reasoning also is seen as a generator of big data, in the form of massive amounts
of computer-generated formulae, big proofs, formalized mathematics, and formalized knowledge.
Thus, automated reasoning has become a field of application of machine learning and data
mining (e.g., [6, 13, 2]). This kind of research aims at enhancing automated theorem proving
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by applying machine learning to decide which axioms to select, when applying a prover to a
very large knowledge base, or by learning from previous and similar proofs. This line of research
generated a new conference series on artificial intelligence and theorem proving [9]. Another
direction is to apply automated reasoning to the theory of machine learning by formalizing and
checking proofs of theorems about machine learning [1]. Which other relationships between
automated reasoning and machine learning could we explore? How about applying automated
reasoning to machine learning? In the next section we discuss this challenge.
3 XAI as a Grand Challenge for Automated Reasoning
The currently widespread expectation of success of machine learning facilitates its application
to increasingly difficult and delicate decisions, from advising medical doctors about therapies
to advising judges on eligibility of convicts for parole. Perhaps less dramatic, but also loaded
with potentially far-reaching consequences, is the application of machine learning to research
publications: scientific articles are also big data, and providers of search engines and other aca-
demic services (e.g., [11]) openly envision applying machine learning to assist authors, editors,
reviewers, readers, research evaluators, with advice on where to submit an article, how to select
reviewers, whether to read it, as well as predictions on how many citations it will get. The
enthusiasm for machine learning technology appears at times coupled with a negative attitude
towards human decision makers, seen as biased, corruptible, sloppy, lazy, whereas machines are
unbiased, uncorruptible, and ready to work forever.
Investigating the roots of these negative judgements on humans in cultures and religions
throughout history is beyond the scope of this paper, but computer scientists should always be
aware of the risk that computer technology be used in authoritarian ways. There is a risk that
this message contrasting biased and sloppy humans with unbiased, unfathomable machines
may generate a new wave of disillusionement with, or even hatred for, artificial intelligence.
This would hardly be a positive development for computer science and computing as a whole,
including automated reasoning. Perhaps more modestly, there is a risk that exceedingly high
expectations are followed by excessive disappointment, opening another negative cycle in the
perception of artificial intelligence. While one may muse that this is a reason to keep a distance
between automated reasoning and artificial intelligence, it is not hard to see that an anti-AI
backlash of this kind would be likely to affect negatively also automated reasoning anyway.
The good news is that this kind of landscape is already generating reactions in the computer
science, artificial intelligence, and machine learning communities, where also machine learning
experts challenge the notion that machines are unbiased (e.g., [5]). Rather, machines may
amplify the biases that are implicitly contained in the human-generated data they are given for
training, including, for example, bias based on gender, race, income, geography, affiliation, or
topic. Thus, machine-generated advice or decisions may reflect and even strengthen existing
biases. The intelligent machines we build may also act, sometimes disconcertingly, as mirrors.
Similar reflections, among others, have contributed to the quest for eXplainable artificial
intelligence (XAI) [5, 8]. The idea is that the predictions, and the ensuing advice for decision
making, provided by artificial intelligence, pretty much identified with machine learning, should
be accompanied by explanations. Indeed, from an epistemological point of view, from the
point of view of the scientific method, prediction without explanation does not make sense!
Nonetheless, prediction without explanation is precisely what is offered by most of the current
machine learning technology, whose methods are called for this reason black-box approaches.
What constitutes an explanation is still subject to debate (e.g., [10]). For example, expla-
nation should be more than transparency, which means letting humans know how a machine
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reached a certain decision. Mere transparency may flood users with too much raw data, or
may require advanced knowledge. An explanation should at least provide the human user with
information on what could go wrong by following the machine’s prediction or advice.
Explanation is not a new word in artificial intelligence and in automated reasoning: for
example, abduction has been studied as a form of explanation. Interestingly, and quite possibly
by mere coincidence, the notion of explanation is central to the paradigm of conflict-driven
reasoning, where explanation means explaining by inferences a conflict between one or more
formulae, or constraints, and a candidate model (see [4] for a survey). Can automated rea-
soning contribute to the development of a definition, or even a theory, of explanation? Could
explanations be derived by computational inference? How can we bridge the gap between the
statistical inferences of machine learning and the logical inferences of reasoning, applying the
latter to extract, build, or speculate and test, explanations of the former? How can we bridge the
gap between the apparently very different abstraction levels of explanation as in conflict-driven
reasoning and explanation as in XAI? Such questions only begin to scratch the surface of the
grand challenge of developing automated reasoning to achieve explainable artificial intelligence.
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